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The goddesses are angelic, powerful, loving beings who want to help you with every part of your

life. In this set of 44 oracle cards by Doreen Virtue, the bestselling author of the Healing with the

Angels and Magical Mermaids and Dolphins Oracle Cards, you'll learn who the different

cross-cultural goddesses are and how they can help you. Each card gives you a specific message

about how you can improve your life, health, relationships, finances, career, and spiritual path. The

gorgeous artwork on each card depicts Kuan Yin, Lakshmi, Bridget, Isis, Athena, and other

goddesses from Celtic, Mayan, Egyptian, Greek, Tibetan, Buddhist, and other traditions. Â  The

accompanying guidebook helps you give accurate readings for yourself, your loved ones, and your

clients. Whether youâ€™re a beginner or a seasoned pro, youâ€™ll find that working with the

goddesses brings Divine magic into your life. The Goddess Guidance Oracle Cards work well with

Doreenâ€™s other oracle cards, or as a solo card deck to give readings, to familiarize yourself with

the amazing goddesses, and to empower your own inner goddess.
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"By working with the goddesses, you heal and empower your own inner feminine wisdom, which is

within every woman and man. Your intuition is awakened, allowing you to be even more psychic.

The goddesses also clear and open your heart chakra, which results in increased manifestation

abilities. As we all awaken our own inner feminine power, our world becomes more balanced..."

--Dr. Doreen VirtueThe goddesses are powerful, loving beings who want to help you with every part



of your life. Goddesses come from various cultures and religions and work "hand-in-wing" with the

angels. Dr. Doreen Virtue--clairvoyant, Doctor of Psychology, and angel therapist--has created a

stunning new deck, Goddess Guidance Oracle Cards, to assist you in contacting goddesses,

receiving their important wisdom for both yourself and others.This 44-card deck comes in a sturdy,

glossy box and is accompanied by a 119-paged Guidebook. Each card has a gloss finish, featuring

gorgeous artwork by various artists and a short message from each goddess. What I found the most

delightful about the cards is their gilt edging. Remember the old family Bibles whose pages shone

gold while shut? This is the lustrous effect of gilt edging--perfect for a deck dedicated to the

goddesses, don't you think?The goddesses featured in Goddess Guidance Oracle Cards are from

both ancient and modern cultural and religious traditions, spanning Greek, Roman, Mayan,

Christian, Gnostic, Buddhist, Egyptian, Celtic, African, Norse, Hindu, Inuit and other affiliations.

I've been a fan of Doreen Virture's work for a long time now. I love her meditation CDs, books and

oracle cards. Her messages are very loving, peaceful, beautiful, relaxing, and help me connect with

the Divine Source. She uses positive archetypes such as angels, saints, fairies, etc. Her Chakra

Clearing Meditation CD is my all-time favorite meditation CD.I've tried one of her oracle cards and

several by other authors, but Doreen's Goddess Guidance cards are by far the most beautiful,

accurate and inspiring I've ever come across. And I've also found this deck at the right time when

I'm getting into Goddess spirituality more. Goddesses seem to resonate with me probably because

I'm a woman and also because they're more human, less intimidating and less mythical than other

archetypes. I am in the process of reclaiming my feminine power, which is not the same as power in

the masculine sense or in the negative connotation of the word.These cards I found have been the

most accurate and useful oracle cards I've ever tried for myself. They seem to speak to me directly

and are in tune with who I am and where I am in my life. I find that I get very helpful guidance and

insight about myself and about other people that is just so right on. I really do feel like I'm getting

clear and correct messages from the Universe when I use these cards.I also like that Goddesses

from different cultures around the world are represented. There are, of course, more of the more

well-known Western Goddesses and there are lots of Celtic goddesses in the deck. But it's nice to

see Pele and some other Polynesian as well as Egyptian and Asian Goddesses. I'm surprised not to

see that many Graeco-Roman Goddesses, though. I would have like to see more of those.
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